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Abstract
Background: Early intervention and preventive interventions are attracting increasing attention
in the child and adolescent mental health field because recent research findings offer new insights
into risk mechanisms and because of the growing expectation that they may hold clues to reducing
suffering and health cost burdens for society and the individual.

Methods: A selective review of the literature is provided to examine alternative models for
understanding the impact of early risk exposure and how these findings may be translated to
intervention and prevention; we pay particular attention to the role of child-parent attachment
relationship quality as a major potential source of risk or protection.

Results: In this qualitative review, we conclude that sharply contrasting models for understanding
early exposure to risk have not been adequately empirically examined in human work. In the case
of attachment disturbances, one good context for studying early risk and intervention, sizable
questions remain about conceptual models and assessment practices.

Conclusion: Implications of these findings, and limits of the findings, for existing conceptual
models of child and adolescent psychopathology and clinical practice are highlighted.

Review
A fundamental hypothesis in the child and adolescent
mental health field is that early interventions and preven-
tive interventions can reduce the likelihood of mental dis-
order or diminish the impact of impairment on the
individual and his or her family [1,2]. To be sure, preven-
tive intervention, that is, intervention with individuals
who do not yet exhibit frank disturbance, has for many
years been seen as a major clinical research focus and has
led to the development of evidence-based programs for
children and their families [3]. What is noteworthy about
more recent work in this area is that it has been more

explicitly linked with experimental animal studies and
putative biological mechanisms that may underlie the
effects of both the early risk exposure and the clinical ben-
efits of intervention. That provides exciting new opportu-
nities for "basic" and "applied" scientists, clinicians, and
policy-makers to form joint collaboratives to improve the
health of children and their families. However, uncertain-
ties remain about how well the neuroscientific bases of
early interventions derived from animal studies translates
to humans. Our selective review considers some of the
more striking findings from research on early exposures
and bio-behavioral development, and attachment distur-
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bances in particular, and considers what implications they
may have for conceptual models, clinical treatment, and
what is meant by "evidence-based" practice. We focus par-
ticularly on child-parent attachment (and relationship
quality more broadly) because it has attracted the most
attention and debate.

Early psychosocial and caregiving risk may have persisting 
effects on children's health
A range of conceptual models have been proposed for
conceptualizing if, and how, early stress exposures or early
protective factors may have lasting effect on the individual
[4]. In this brief treatment of the topic, we consider two:
the cumulative effects or life-course model and the devel-
opmental programming model.

A dominant model in developmental and clinical
research, which we refer to as the cumulative risk model,
proposes that it is the accumulation of risk exposures
across setting and time that is most likely to lead to distur-
bance. Within this approach, no particular impact is
attributed to early risk exposure per se. Rather, early expo-
sure is thought to have lasting impact on the individual
insofar as those early risks are reinforced or maintained by
subsequent risk exposure; stated differently, risk exposure
that is confined early in development would be expected
to have limited long-term impact. An application, partic-
ularly for treatment, is that the impact of early stress expo-
sure may be offset by subsequent protective experiences
and reduction of risk exposure. There is considerable
empirical support for this model, which has also been
referred to as a trajectory model (see, [5]). For instance,
children's concurrent adjustment may be better predicted
from current child-parent attachment than attachment
quality assessed earlier in development [6], and maternal
depression may not be associated with children's later
cognitive development if it is limited to the postnatal
period [7]. These kinds of findings underscore the need
for careful and ongoing assessment of children's adjust-
ment and risk exposure, and imply that no period in
development has disproportionate impact on health and
development.

Set against the cumulative risk or life-course hypotheses
are alternative models that place particular emphasis on
how early risk exposures may confer long-term implica-
tions for health and development. One such model is the
developmental programming model, which proposes that
the organism adapts to environmental input at a particu-
lar period in ontogeny, and that this "set point" carries
long-term implications for health and disease susceptibil-
ity. That is, there is an adaptive quality to the organism's
early response or adaptation insofar as it is preparing for
its current (and subsequent) environmental demands [8].
This model has emerged from experimental animal work

and human research into the developmental origins of
health and disease.

A central theme in this article is that we do not yet have
adequate data to distinguish clearly between these very
different alternatives for understanding the impact of
early risk exposure on mental health-related outcomes in
children and adults.

Developmental research on psychosocial influences on
human development proceeded largely independently
from experimental animal studies that had, for many
years, demonstrated that early exposure to risk (e.g., sepa-
ration from caregiver) had distinguishable long-term
effects on biological and behavioral development. Exper-
imental leverage that was possible in animal studies
allowed those investigators to show that there were effects
particular to early stress exposure, prenatally or postnatally
[9,10]. What is not yet clear is how well those findings
translated to human development and clinical processes.
That is because human studies, with notably few excep-
tions (see below), do not have leverage for testing the
hypothesis that there is something particular to early
stress exposure that has a specific impact. The reason for
this is that most of the key psychosocial risks for psycho-
pathology in young people - such as poverty, maltreat-
ment, violence exposure - are stable and so exposures are
not precisely timed in development. As a result, it is not
possible to say that, for example, early maltreatment has
an effect on child health and development that is distin-
guishable from the accumulated exposure to poor care
over many years (statistical approaches to resolve this
problem are not sufficient).

Reference to animal work on the effects of early exposure
to risk is pervasive in writings on human development.
That reflects, and has fostered, what may be an over-eager
acceptance of the animal data as a model for human
research; translation of the animal findings as regards
developmental influence of the timing of exposures, for
example, is far short of adequate. Fortunately, there are
also good reasons for thinking that we are better posi-
tioned to evaluate the degree to which the animal data
provide a template for, and may be translated to, human
development. That may be attributed to several factors.
One is the new cohort of studies of ex-institutionalized
children that emerged in the human literature about a
decade ago. These showed that children whose exposure
to deprivation was limited to the early months or years of
life nevertheless showed persisting deficits in social and
cognitive development even after they had been living in
low/normal risk homes for many years [11]; we return to
these studies below. A second major influence has been
the rise of the developmental origins of health and disease
literature [12]. Findings in this area provide compelling
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evidence that fetal programming may underlie adult dis-
eases such as diabetes and cardiovascular disease [8]. A
third stimulus for researching early risk exposure in
humans is a variety of improved, accessible, and not cost-
prohibitive techniques for assessing biological processes,
such as the ready availability of salivary assays and brain
imaging techniques to assess structure and function and
connectivity in the brain. Although these capabilities pro-
vide no particular experimental leverage for testing early
exposure effects hypotheses, they do provide a currency
for linking biological findings in the animal and human
work. The net effect of these trends has been to rejuvenate
interest in the hypothesis that early risk exposure may
have a particularly strong impact on human bio-behavio-
ral development. To the extent that that is so, there are
substantial implications for when (preventive) interven-
tions need to be delivered. The point about the timing of
interventions has not yet garnered systematic interest
although, as shown in the contrast between the cumula-
tive risk and adaptive programming models above, there
are sizable differences in how the timing of interventions
for improving (child) mental health might be conceptual-
ized. The point here is not that we do not have substantial
evidence for interventions or even early interventions - we
do, as shown in the case of the parenting interventions to
reduce child disruptive behavior [13] or model early inter-
vention studies [14]. Rather, the point we wish to empha-
size is that we do not yet have an evidence base to judge
the significance of the timing of the intervention; moreo-
ver, as noted, existing models for understanding the
impact of early risk exposure on behavioral and emo-
tional outcomes lead to dramatically different conclu-
sions about how important early interventions are. It
would be impractical to tackle this broad issue in general
terms, and so we address this debate in light of recent
findings and newly emerging hypotheses concerning the
impact of early attachments and disturbances in children.

Early attachments and attachment disturbances
If we were to evaluate the potential long-term persisting
effects of early stress exposure, one place to look for a
source of early stress is in the child-parent relationship.
Infants are extraordinarily dependent on their caregivers
to provide for their physical and psychological needs. It is
natural to wonder about whether variation in care quality
- from individual differences within the normal range to
more extreme forms of abuse and neglect - has temporary
and/or lasting impact on the health and development of
the child. Experimental animal studies have, for decades,
shown that variation in early care has lasting and perhaps
permanent influence on the biology and behavior of the
offspring [15-18]. Whether or not these findings apply to
human development continues to be a matter of uncer-
tainty, both in terms of the effects and the mechanisms
involved. There are, for instance, notable biological rea-

sons for questioning generalizations from the animal
(especially rodent) to human work [19], and there are
some discrepancies even within the animal work [20].
There is intense interest in this issue but, as noted, human
studies typically are unable to conclude anything particu-
lar about early care from the cumulative impact of poor
care because they are confounded in most circumstances.

Probably the strongest analogue in the human or clinical
literature are findings on social, cognitive, and behavioral
disturbances in children who experienced early institu-
tional deprivation but were later adopted into normal/
low risk family environments. The half-dozen or so sets of
studies of children adopted into normal/low risk families
following institutional rearing are especially powerful
because they capitalize on a "natural experiment" in
which caregiving adversity was limited to the early
months or years of life. We next consider one specific find-
ing from these studies that may have broad implications
for theory and treatment, attachment disturbances follow-
ing early severe deprivation.

A long history of research and clinical reports of young
children who experienced institutional rearing [21-23]
provided the basis for what eventually became known as
reactive attachment disorder (RAD) in the DSM and ICD.
The DSM-IV and ICD-10 agree on several features of the
disorder, such as it being linked with severe early caregiv-
ing disturbances and the existence of two forms of the dis-
order: the disinhibited ("indiscriminately friendly") and
inhibited (withdrawn, hypervigilant) forms. It is not clear
how well the minor differences that exist are based in clin-
ical research evidence or would alter assessment or treat-
ment in clinical practice.

Research findings from studies published in the past dec-
ade or so substantiate the clinical reports from many dec-
ades ago. First, several studies strongly suggest that it is the
absence of a consistent caregiver, or the lack of opportu-
nity to form a selective or discriminating attachment rela-
tionship, that may have a central causal role in the
development of disinhibited attachment disturbance [24-
27]. What was not anticipated from the early clinical
reports, but is strongly and reliably shown in recent stud-
ies, is the huge degree of individual differences. So, for
example, approximately 30% of children who experi-
enced 24-42 months of institutional care exhibited a
severe disinhibited disturbance in the English and Roma-
nian Adoptee study [28]. That is broadly supported by
other studies, which similarly show that severe attach-
ment disturbance is evident in only a minority of children
who experienced prolonged institutional care. Tizard and
colleagues [29] were able to demonstrate that the attach-
ment disturbance is found in children who experienced
institutional care even if there was adequate nutrition and
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cognitive stimulation, implying that severe attachment
disturbance is not an "institutional syndrome" but more
likely a disorder associated with caregiver deprivation in
particular. That is also the strong conclusion from the
important intervention study that showed that improving
the child:caregiver ratio and opportunities for regular care
was associated with a decrease in disinhibited distur-
bances [26].

Second, human studies are now showing that the distur-
bance is persistent. Data from the ERA study, which
assessed children at 4, 6, and 11 years of age [28,30] indi-
cated considerable stability in individual differences and
a persistence of disinhibited behavior to age 11 years -
where it was evident at the earlier assessments. Clearly, the
phenotype now used in DSM and ICD need to be re-eval-
uated in light of the persistence of the disorder and the
pre-school-age-oriented nature of the current symptom
profile. Progress in understanding the biological bases are
attachment disorder behaviors is still quite rudimentary;
the strong biological findings reported in the animal liter-
ature [31-34] have not been adequately tested. Studies
using brain imaging [35] and indicators of HPA axis activ-
ity [36] may yield some reliable findings with clinical
import. Research into the neuropeptides of social and
attachment behavior in humans is in an early stage, and
there are lingering questions about how data of this kind
are best collected, specifically from where (CNS, saliva,
urine) and under what conditions. It is also possible that
genetic factors may be found to moderate the effects of
early deprivation - that would be the strong prediction
given the wide individual differences in outcomes so far
reported.

There is well-placed concern in how well the findings
from studies of ex-institutionalized children will general-
ize to other populations of children who experienced
severe early caregiving disturbances. Accordingly, it is
important that studies of children in the foster care system
are scientifically addressing the concept of attachment dis-
order and key conceptual and clinical debates [37]. Stud-
ies of children in foster care reliably show that severe
attachment problems - including attachment disorder -
are comparatively common and may account for some the
quite disproportionate level of care and cost in this popu-
lation [38].

Attachment disorder and attachment theory
It is far from certain that attachment disorder is or should
be linked with attachment theory that was developed by
Bowlby, Ainsworth [39] and others. Neither DSM nor ICD
conceptualizes attachment disorder in terms of attach-
ment theory, and there are some obvious qualitative dif-
ferences (see [40]). On one hand, attachment disorder is
thought to derive from an absence of opportunities for

normal attachments to development. Although that is
something that figured prominently in the writings of the
attachment theorists, and Bowlby's in particular, it has not
attracted much attention for some time. Rather, much of
the theory concerns the nature and origins of individual
differences in qualities of attachment, along a dimension
of Security and Insecurity. Whether or not a child devel-
oped a Secure or Insecure attachment presupposed that
there were adequate opportunities to form a selective or
discriminating attachment and, indeed, all of the attach-
ment measures (e.g., the Strange Situation) are conducted
on the assumption that there is an attachment relation-
ship between the child and his/her caregiver. In the case of
attachment disorder, there is presumption that the child
did not have opportunities to form a selective attachment
and some doubt about the having have a selective attach-
ment with his/her current caregiver. The implications for
what this means for using more conventional attachment
assessments is not yet fully understood.

Research that has directly examined the link between
attachment disorder symptoms and attachment Security/
Insecurity [24,37,41] has consistently found that a sizable
percentage of children with disinhibited attachment dis-
order behavior nevertheless show apparently normal
(Secure or Insecure) attachments with the caregiver in
standard separation-reunion paradigms or narrative
assessments. That initially surprising finding may give fur-
ther weight to the notion that attachment disorder symp-
toms, and perhaps especially disinhibited symptoms,
reflect a broader disturbance in social approach, avoid-
ance, and fear that are not necessarily detected in conven-
tional attachment assessments. These findings also
underscore the important observation from empirical
studies that disturbances of the attachment disorder vari-
ety may be far more readily observed with a stranger than
with the current caregiver.

Implications for the early experience findings on 
attachment for intervention and training
The evidence base concerning how and if early adverse
rearing has persisting impact on the behavior and biology
of the child is not yet adequate; a corollary of that is that
we are some way from making strong recommendation
about assessment or treatment. In particular, no treatment
has been shown to be effective according to the "gold
standard" method of evaluation, the Randomized Con-
trol Trial (RCT). Neither is there an assessment protocol
that has yet been shown to provide optimal data,
although several are now under development. That is a
disappointing state of affairs for a clinical disturbance that
has been recognized in the psychiatric nomenclature for
about thirty years. Given these limitations, we offer a brief
overview of some of the more promising lines of research
that may have clinical import.
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Assessment
Several sets of assessment strategies have been reported
(see [25]). What is common is that they emphasize
detailed clinical interview [26,28,37], which is important
to circumvent the possibly misunderstood nature of the
disturbance that has been promulgated by various sources
on the internet and elsewhere. There is also weight placed
on clinical data gathering from multiple sources, a stand-
ard strategy for any good clinical evaluation, but perhaps
especially important in this under-developed area of clin-
ical investigation. Furthermore, a careful and standard
assessment of co-morbid conditions is needed given that
attachment disorders are often co-morbid with other
behavioral and emotional problems and that there has
been a tendency to expand the boundaries of attachment
disorder to include all manner of "institutionalized"
behaviors (e.g., hoarding food). Many clinical investiga-
tors also highlight the need for gathering observational
data from the child with caregivers and strangers.
Although that may be difficult to obtain in many clinical
settings, it would offer the kind of scrutiny that has not
always attended the clinical diagnosis. There is not yet an
evidence-based assessment protocol, but several are in the
making, and observational studies may be of some guid-
ance for more immediate use.

One further issue to resolve concerns symptom definition
and terminology. The most important of these are the
terms "indiscriminately friendly" or "indiscriminate
sociability," which are used to describe the disinhibited
pattern. Clinical observations suggest that the behavior is
not actually "indiscriminate" or "friendly." Specifically,
the notion that the behavior is sociable or friendly is
incompatible with the experience of the individual to
whom the behavior is directed, who is more likely to expe-
rience the child's approach as intrusive. Thus, there con-
tinue to appear fairly major ambiguities about how the
behavioral symptoms are described, and that will only
sustain the clinical confusion that now accompanies the
diagnosis. The implication is that fairly basic descriptive
research is still needed in this area.

Treatment
The first point to be made about treatment is that none
has been shown to be effective, according to a conven-
tional threshold of what would constitute meaningful
clinical evidence. Nonetheless, claims about treatment
effectiveness have been made. The trouble with these
claims is that they are based on poor and inadequate evi-
dence. It is no longer the case that anecdotal evidence or
an individual clinician's report is considered adequate for
judging a treatment's success. To be sure, there are limits
of RCTs, which are expensive and labor-intensive, and
proceed at a slow pace. That means that what might be
genuinely good practice may not yet have earned an

"approved" rating. In the area of attachment disorder,
however, there seems a far greater risk of endorsing treat-
ments that are ineffective or dangerous, and many have
been proposed and carried out that are one or both (see
[25]. For example, holding therapy and a range of coercive
therapies that have been promoted have not been shown
to work when subjected to the rigor of an adequate clini-
cal trial, and studies that suggest these programs work are
based on inadequately designed clinical evaluations. It is
no coincidence that many professional organizations
explicitly warn against the use of holding and other coer-
cive therapies.

The lack of an evidence base for treating attachment disor-
der should not be confused with the sizable evidence base
for treating infant-caregiver relationships that are judged
to be Insecure. As noted, these are children who had have
opportunities to form selective attachment and who show
a selective (albeit Insecure) attachment relationship with
their current caregiver. Meta-analyses show that the evi-
dence for genuinely attachment theory and research-
based treatments to be substantial [42]. These interven-
tions, which focus on improving parental sensitivity to the
child's cues and, to a lesser degree, on the factors that
inhibit a sensitive caregiver response, have evolved over
many years of rigorous clinical evaluation. The demon-
stration from these projects that improving parental sensi-
tivity yields improvements in the relationship and child
functioning may not, however, extend to the child with an
attachment disorder and her/his caregiver(s). That is
because it is not clear that caregiver sensitivity is substan-
tially impaired. Indeed, there are many clinical examples
in which apparently sensitive adoptive parents (as judged,
for example, by positive relationships with their own bio-
logical children) seem to have little impact on the adop-
tive (or foster) child's problems in attachment and social
relationships. It remains to be seen if parental sensitivity
to children with attachment disorder behavior needs to be
different or of a higher degree of magnitude, but it seems
as likely, given the available evidence, that improvements
in parental sensitivity may not yield major improvements
in the child-caregiver relationship (although that, too,
awaits formal testing).

In the absence of any evidence-based "best practice", we
suggest the following general guidelines. Perhaps the
most easily recommended treatment strategy is to provide
psycho-educational supportive interventions for parents;
that is most naturally seen in the case of adoptive and fos-
ter parents. There is high likelihood that foster or adoptive
parents will have unfounded suspicions about the disor-
der and their role in it, and these need to be evaluated in
light of the available evidence, such as it is. In any event,
parents face considerable stresses when raising and a child
with attachment disorder behavior. And it is critical to
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acknowledge, especially for adoptive parents, a sense of
disappointment in the relationship not fulfilling what was
almost certainly hoped for. That may well fuel feelings in
the parent of inadequacy and a position of being de-
skilled. The parental sense of not having a relationship
with the child that feels or is perceived to be "special" in
some palpable way is rightly a focus for clinical interven-
tion.

Part of the psycho-educational intervention may well
include strategies to assist the parent in understanding, in
a more concrete manner, the nature of the child's difficul-
ties in social relationships, and perhaps especially the
social-cognitive processes that, for most individuals, occur
intuitively and without much conscious thought. So, for
example, opportunities to discuss with the child specific
instances of interpersonal behavior (conflict or positive
interactions) and the step-by-step thought-feeling-behav-
ior links may reveal for the parent a sense of the kind of
impairments in processing social information that is now
being suggested in clinical studies and experiences with
children with RAD behavior.

As regards more formal interventions, it is notable that
one study found sizable improvements in RAD and other
problem behavior in a 7-year-old girl with suspected RAD
[43]. What is noteworthy about this single case report is
not the level of evidence it offers - which is minimal - but
rather the notion that it may be helpful to consider a range
of intervention options outside of those that have been
offered so far. The point here is that it is far too easy to
foreclose on any intervention model for RAD because so
little is known about its treatment and the mechanisms of
treatment.

Lastly, it is worth noting the important Bucharest Early
Intervention Project [44]. Although it was not designed as
an intervention for attachment disorder-related behavior
(but rather for cognitive and social development more
generally), the study used the RCT structure to examine
the extent to which a home-rearing (i.e., foster) care set-
ting was associated with positive cognitive gains over con-
tinued institutionalization. Children in the foster care
setting exhibited significantly improved cognitive recov-
ery than those children who stayed in an institutional set-
ting; there was a further suggestion that the early removal
may have been especially important. The application to
attachment-related or other outcomes is unclear, but the
study provides the rare example of an intervention to alter
and test the impact of early rearing conditions on human
development.

What is evidence-based?
Probably the most important lesson from the RAD debate
and literature so far produced is the need for clinicians,

trainees, and parents to have a clear sense of what consti-
tutes evidence. Our current era of "evidence-based" prac-
tice places particular emphasis on evidence-base without
defining what evidence is, or demonstrating that there are
different levels of evidence. As regards the latter point, it is
widely recognized that there are different levels of evi-
dence, and that only higher level of evidence would garner
clinical attention or imitation. So, for example, low levels
of evidence, based on clinical reports provide very little
basis for shaping clinical practice; the uncontrolled trial
provides somewhat more, but is still well short of ade-
quate. The gold standard RCT is probably the first point at
which clinicians would take notice on a wide-scale, and
the replicated RCT is probably the highest level of "action-
able" evidence. To be sure, there are very few examples of
RCTs that are replicated, particularly outside the group
that initially formed the treatment. Fortunately, however,
these practices are getting their due notice. How long it
will be for other interventions to catch up to that level of
evidence is unclear, but it is certainly a long-term goal.
Until that time, there is a greater need for consumers of
clinical science to attend to the basis for scientific claims
of "evidence."

Conclusion
Recent animal and human research findings show that
there can be long-term effects of early adversity, such as
caregiving deprivation. That does not mean that the
human studies are yet mimicking what has been reported
in the animal literature for many decades, however. The
degree of individual differences shown consistently in
human work has no obvious analogue in the animal work
and remains perhaps the most impressive finding in
human development. Moreover, with the noteworthy
exception of the extreme case of institutional rearing,
human studies have rarely been able to demonstrate that
there is something particular to early attachment experi-
ences that may have lasting effect. Progress in understand-
ing genetics and neuroscience more broadly, along with
progress in neuroscientific techniques, may yield insights
that will benefit the study of attachment experiences and
their role in mental health in young people and, more
broadly, the interplay of biology and experience in
human development. That progress will then, we hope,
yield some directly applicable lessons concerning the role
of timing in planning prevention and intervention strate-
gies.
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